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Abstract

Looking forward to the not-so-far future, wireless networks will comprise centralised
processing, mixed macro and small cells deployments as well as new radio technolo-
gies in order to support very high data rates and traffic types that are characterised by
connectionless and sporadic transmission of short packets such as those employed by
machine to machine communication devices. In current radio access networks, there
is a very clear difference between the fronthaul and backhaul. In comparison with
the advent of centralised radio access networks, the difference between the fronthaul
and backhaul networks has been shifted further away from the user. Subsequently,
in the latest propositions for 5G architectures, they are being merged into an ‘xhaul’
(crosshaul) network where the fronthaul and backhaul concepts no longer exist. In
particular instead of using a dedicated centralised processing pool for a set of cellular
access points, the idea of using centralised processing within the core network has
emerged. With the use of network function virtualisation and centralised processing
in data centres, cloud-RANs can be used to provide access to the distribution antenna,
removing the need for backhauling and fronthauling. The cloud-RAN can perform
the duties of the Mobility Management Entity and Serving Gateway and at the same
time can also process each cellular access point’s analogue processing using a flexible
virtualised software environment. Assuming this is used along with split processing,
what needs also to be addressed is the means of communication between the cloud-
RAN and the distribution antenna. Traditional solutions such as the common public
radio interface might not be sufficient to meet all requirements. Largely, Ethernet
is being proposed. When Ethernet is used, software-defined networking (SDN) can
also be used to dynamically control data flows to and from the cloud-RAN, as well
as providing additional benefits, such as network slicing, allowing multiple cellular
operators to use the same xhaul infrastructure. This chapter, therefore, largely elabo-
rates on xhaul networks by investigating the potential of SDN to provide an effective
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user experience for the services provided. The control of specific services such as
billing, roaming and registration could then be sent via alternative links such as satel-
lite links, as latency for these packets are not critical, resulting in reduced packet
delay on the data plane. It is apparent that for Gbps wireless connectivity, targeted by
5G, the data rate requirements on the centralised cloud xhaul link will be in the range
of several Gbps with a latency requirement close to 1 ms.

17.1 Introduction

The currently installed access networks have been designed and built to support a set
of services that are now outdated and soon to be superseded. Replacement services
are growing at an exponential rate, and the fundamental underlying networks that
support accessing these services will soon no longer be able to support them. This is
most easily seen in the traffic forecasts from the core network providers. In Cisco’s
annual global mobile data traffic forecast update, the expected increase in content
demand from users can be seen in four different areas [1].

First, within cellular communications, the amount of traffic requested by users in
2015 was 74% higher than in 2014; an increase of 1.6 EB per month from 2.1 EB per
month at the end of 2014 to 3.7 EB per month at the end of 2015. It is forecast that by
2020, global mobile data traffic will increase by 700% compared to 2015, with data
throughput exceeding 30.6 EB per month. In addition, the number of mobile devices
per capita is expected to increase by 46% from 2015 to 2020; totalling 11.6 billion
mobile-connected devices by the end of 2020 [1].

Second, the fixed access networks (femtocell and WiFi) are expected to play
a much larger role in the future. In 2015, 51% of the total mobile data traffic was
offloaded onto the fixed access network either through femtocell or through WiFi
technology. This accounted for an additional 3.9 EB per month of data traffic in 2015
and is set to account for 38.1 EB per month of traffic by 2020. Without WiFi and
femtocell technology, it is predicted that the total mobile data traffic would grow
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 67% instead of 57% between 2015
and 2020. This can be seen in Figure 17.1. Furthermore, the number of public WiFi
hotspots and femtocells (globally) is predicted to increase 7× between 2015 and
2020 from 64.2 million to 432.5 million, and the number of home WiFi hotspots and
femtocells (globally) is expected to increase from 56.6 million to 423.2 million by
2020 [1].

Third, the type of content being requested by users is also changing to primarily
video-centric services. It is forecast that mobile video will grow at a CAGR of 62%
between 2015 and 2020. This CAGR is higher than the overall average mobile traffic
CAGR of 53%, meaning the video services will slowly demand a greater ratio of
the overall bandwidth. Video has already become the primary requested service in
2012, by representing more than half of the global mobile traffic, and this increase
is set to continue. Out of the 30.6 EB total crossing the network per month, 23.0
EB is expected to be for video services by 2020, which is approximately 75% of the
total [1]. This can be seen in Figure 17.2.
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Figure 17.1 Offload and cellular traffic forecast [1]
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Figure 17.2 Mobile video traffic forecast [1]

Finally, although video services already existed, and are simply growing in popu-
larity and therefore consumption, there is also a new type of service being introduced
as people’s day-to-day lives change to be more technology oriented. These services fall
under the category of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. M2M is growing
very quickly because a multitude of devices are becoming more autonomous and cloud
oriented. Everyday appliances such as fridges and washing machines are becoming
more and more connected to the cloud by offering intelligence not seen before to
users that allow the devices to autonomously order new components for themselves
when they are needed, or order food for their owners when they’re running low [1].
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Equally, on a more extravagant side, higher risk applications of M2M such as
autonomous vehicles are being researched and will likely be slowly introduced to
everyday life in the near future. These high risk applications require a set of network
capabilities that are currently not possible. M2M communication typically needs an
end-to-end latency of less than 1 ms, but conversely only requires low data rates. This
is because they typically send very small amounts of data that are only useful when
they are received immediately.

In 2015, 604 million M2M connections were made; this is set to increase to 3.1
billion by 2020, which is a 38% CAGR and a 5× increase. Wearable devices with
either embedded cellular technology or connections to the network using partnered
devices by Bluetooth are forecast to account for a large percentage of this increase. It
is estimated that by 2020, there will be 601 million wearable devices globally, growing
from 97 million in 2016 at a CAGR of 44%. Wearables are expected to account for
1.1% of the total global mobile data traffic from 2020 [1].

To conclude, for these new demands to be met by the access network operators, a
shift in infrastructure needs to be undertaken. The next generation of mobile communi-
cations, 5G, is currently being designed to fulfil these service requirements based on a
new set of targets. The target latency has been set at 1 ms end-to-end delay, and the tar-
get throughput has been set at 10 Gbps. These targets fulfil the requirements of M2M
communications and also fulfil the requirements of video streaming at ever increasing
resolutions and immersive techniques such as virtual reality, 3D video, and ultrahigh
frame rates [2]. These targets as produced by IMT-2020 can be seen in Figure 17.3.

17.1.1 Key-enabling technologies and services

This chapter elaborates on the back-/front-haul network infrastructure able to meet the
requirements of an increasingly cloud-based, centrally oriented 5G network. In cur-
rent radio-access networks, there is a very clear difference between the fronthaul and
backhaul. The fronthaul section connects the user to their local cellular access point,
for example the E-UTRAN Node B (eNodeB), whereas the backhaul section connects
the cellular access point to the cellular infrastructure, such as the Serving Gateway
(SGW) and Mobility Management Entity (MME). In this context, the eNodeB is per-
forming all of the functions (including analogue waveform composition) associated
with the fronthaul and is using the backhaul network only to connect to the rest of the
cellular network.

With the advent of centralised radio-access networks (CRANs), the difference
between the fronthaul and backhaul networks is shifted further away from the user.
In a CRAN, the processing for multiple cellular access points is performed in one
location. In this context, the fronthaul can be viewed as the connection between the
centralised processing pool and the user. The fronthaul, therefore, includes the cellular
access section between the distribution antenna and the user and also the connection
between the distribution antenna and the centralised processing pool. The backhaul
is still used to connect the central processing pool to the MME or SGW.

In these scenarios, there is a clear difference between the fronthaul and backhaul,
whereas in the proposed 5G architectures of the future, the difference between the
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Figure 17.3 5G targets [2]

fronthaul and the backhaul is becoming increasingly blurred. One of the proposed
techniques for 5G features Split Processing, where the waveform is no longer all
created in the centralised processing pool. Instead, some of the latter stages of the
waveform creation are moved to the distribution antenna to be completed before the
analogue waveform is broadcasted to the user. In this context, the fronthaul is now
part of the central processing unit, extending all the way to the distribution antenna
and the user, where the fronthaul is actually preforming some of the processing of the
analogue waveform (but in a digital format). The backhaul network is still connecting
the centralised processing pool to the rest of the cellular network resources.

In 5G, the fronthaul and backhaul networks are being merged into a ‘xhaul’
(crosshaul) network where instead of using a dedicated centralised processing pool
for a set of cellular access points, centralised processing is performed within the core
network. Cloud-RANs can be used to provide the access to the distribution antenna
and therefore software-defined networking (SDN) if applied could provide intelligent
networking allowing very high data-rate services and very low latency services to co-
exist in the same architecture with assured user experience. It is worth noting that
from this point of this chapter, the terms xhaul (xhauling) and fronthaul (fronthauling)
are used interchangeably.
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The research community has been paying a lot of attention to SDN for access
communications in a myriad of areas. Key aspects of common public radio interface
over Ethernet (CPRIoE) [3] have been investigated in the last year, providing key
results that show how CPRIoE fronthauling can be used for SDN-enabled baseband
unit (BBU) pooling [4–9].

SDN-enabled quality-of-experience (QoE) and quality-of-service (QoS) assur-
ance for end users using video services has also been looked at, where sweet-point
bandwidth allocation has been introduced to video service bandwidth allocation
research [10–16].

SDN-enabled Time-Wavelength Division Multiplexing–Passive Optical Net-
works (TWDM-PONs) have been researched by the optical community to provide
fast reconfigurability at the optical network units (ONUs) and optical line terminals
(OLTs) by using the OpenFlow [17] protocol and explicitly developed SDN con-
trollers. These TWDM-PONs have been shown to provide legacy support for xPON
and GPON1 services, while also potentially providing 100-GbE connectivity using
next-generation techniques [18–25].

SDN-enabled content distribution network (CDN) and Internet service provider
(ISP) collaboration has also been very recently explored [26]. It has been suggested
that SDN technology could allow CDNs to influence the ISP architecture and topology
to provide their users with exemplary video services, while not negatively impacting
ISP workloads. Equally important SDN-enabled caching has only been discussed
where it was suggested that intelligent caching at the access network can rapidly
reduce the load on the backhaul network and also decrease user latency experience in
high use cases [27–30].

To provision the forecasted increase in video consumption, there are two main
areas of relevance: live video and on-demand video. An example of live video is
DVB broadcast services such as DVB-T2 BBC One, whereas on-demand services
are available for streaming at any time, there is no broadcast time. To ease the access
network of live video delivery, live video offloading can be used to move the video
load onto another source. Instead of streaming the live video from the Internet via the
backhaul network, the video can be sourced closer to the user, in the access network,
by capturing the live video from another feed, for example satellite, cable, or terres-
trial services. This captured live video can then be sent to the user as a replacement
service, reducing the load on the backhaul network, reducing the latency experi-
enced by the user, and providing a higher quality video than is typically available via
Internet-streaming services.

An example of on-demand video is BBC iPlayer, where pre-recorded programmes
can be streamed by the user from CDNs at any time of day at their convenience. To
ease the access network of on-demand video playback, intelligent caching can be
used within the access network to reduce the bandwidth needed on the backhaul link.
This requires a caching infrastructure to be installed within the access networks that
can intelligently cache content for users based on the most likely requested content.
Intelligent caching in turn can be improved by allowing CDN and ISP cross-platform
cooperation.
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The large difference in characteristics between M2M and video services can
be helped by splitting the network into different virtual networks that are designed
for difference services. For example, video and M2M communications could run in
different ‘splits’ that are tailors towards either high data rates or low latencies. Splits
can also be used to create separate networks for difference network operators using
the same underlying hardware.

All of these opportunities discussed above are achievable when using an SDN
access network. Live and on-demand video feeds can be automatically re-routed to
local alternatives within the access network by using intelligent network controllers.
CDNs and ISPs can collaborate by using SDN controllers to provide instant network
reconfigurability based on current network demands and topology constraints. Net-
work splitting can be achieved by using network slicing in an SDN network [31]. This
allows several individual network controllers to run at the same time on their own
virtual subset of a real physical network. Each slice can be managed by individual
network operators in complete anonymity of each other and can therefore be tailored
by those network operators to provide different services such as low latency or high
bandwidth specific slices.

Following a review of the most up to date solutions presented in literature to
enable intelligently programmable networks and services, this chapter will present,
describe, and critically evaluate the operation of an SDN network featuring replace-
ment SAT>IP and cached video services, an SDN controllable physical layer, a
heterogeneous SDN-enabled access infrastructure that allows cellular, legacy PON,
and fixed wireless networks to run in isolation at the same time all using their own
network controllers with the use of network slicing. The SDN-based SAT>IP delivery
access network is being researched with the aim of increasing the user QoE [32]. This
is being done by developing network controller applications that adapt the network
to let the user achieve the optimum QoE based on live feedback from the user’s video
client to the network application.

17.2 CPRI over Ethernet mobile fronthauling

CPRIoE is the concept of packetizing CPRI data into Ethernet frames for transporta-
tion over an Ethernet network. A brief overview of CPRI [1] and its integration to
CPRIoE is shown in Figures 17.4 and 17.5, respectively.

Within the topic of mobile fronthauling, CPRIoE has widely been accepted as one
of the probable techniques for next generation systems. In [4], an overview of CPRI
for centralised radio access network (CRAN)-based long-term evolution (LTE) [5]
scenarios was given, wherein it was stated that plain Ethernet is asynchronous and best
effort, therefore making it unsuitable for the transport of CPRI traffic. Concurrently,
the Time Sensitive Networking Task Group (TSNTG) [6] was formed within IEEE
802.1 to develop new extensions to support the forwarding of highly time sensitive
Ethernet traffic with particular jitter and delay guarantees [4].
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In [7], insight is given to how CPRI data would be affected by the two Ethernet
enhancements that have been suggested by theTSNTG.The two propositions are frame
pre-emption (802.1Qbu) and scheduled traffic (802.1Qbv). In [7], a CPRIoE network
was simulated using NS3 [33] with these two additional techniques applied. It was
found that frame pre-emption in both dedicated CPRI and shared channel scenarios
could not meet the CPRI jitter requirement of 8.138 ns [3,7]. However, when scheduled
traffic was included in the simulation with a well-defined scheduling algorithm, the
jitter could be significantly lowered or removed completely, thus allowing the CPRI
jitter requirement to be met [7]. In the experiment, a schedule was computed prior to
simulation and then checked by the switching nodes to see which queue was allowed
to transmit at a given time. It was noted by the authors that their implementation is a
proof of concept and not 100% accurate to the 802.1Qbv standard that is currently in
the process of being drafted; however, it is also stated that in the case of CPRIoE, their
proof of concept is completely valid for demonstrating the Ethernet enhancement [7].

Following the theme of enabling CPRIoE, authors in [8] used a novel CPRI
compression technique to reach the 8.138-ns jitter threshold. The author encapsu-
lated CPRI data that had been compressed by up to 45% within 1,064-byte Ethernet
frames for transportation over a PON to multiple ONUs. The CPRIoE convertors were
equipped with jitter absorbers to reduce the jitter at the remote radio head (RRH).
The jitter absorber buffered the recovered CPRI frames and transmitted them at a
constant latency time, therefore offsetting any positive or negative latency to a uni-
versal latency time, which had very little jitter. The CPRI reference clock was also
extracted from the CPRI dataflow at the OLT for PON synchronisation so the ONU
could be provided with a synchronised clock and time. A fixed bandwidth allocation
algorithm was also used instead of conventional dynamic bandwidth algorithms to
eliminate round trip delay and achieve low latency [8].

As can be seen from the above references, the methods of attaining CPRIoE are
still being researched. Authors in [8] are opting for in-phase and quadrature-phase
(IQ) compression and fixed bandwidth allocation algorithms, and authors in [4] are
not using IQ compression but are using a similar type of technique for bandwidth
allocation by using the scheduled traffic draft standard set out in 802.1Qbv.
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Authors in [9] agreed with the sentiments above stating that Ethernet for fron-
thaul is appealing because of Ethernet’s maturity and adoption within the access
network currently. It is noted that the operations, administration, and maintenance
(OAM) capabilities of Ethernet offer a standardised way of fault finding, support
performance monitoring, and management of the network. By using Ethernet, key
advantages would be seen such as lowering the cost of hardware by using indus-
try standard equipment, enabling convergence by sharing equipment in fixed access
networks, allowing the move to network function virtualisation and overall network
orchestration [9]. Authors in [9] also suggested that the delay and jitter requirements
of CPRI [3] could potentially be met by allowing Ethernet switches to operate in two
modes: store-and-forward, where the whole Ethernet frame is received at the switch,
and then checked before it is forwarded on to the output port; and cut through, where
the Ethernet frame is only buffered until the destination data is received, at which
time the Ethernet frame is forwarded on immediately to the output port, therefore
lowering delay time. It was noted by the authors that the errors associated with not
error checking at switches would not be significant due to the usually very low error
rate. Authors in [9] then suggested that SDN and self-optimisation networks (SONs)
could be used for path management through the fronthaul network, and that a net-
work control function could set up paths in the network between the BBU pool and
the RRHs with knowledge that there will be no contention.

The above literature explains how research is currently providing solutions that
will allow CPRIoE to be become a reality. Furthermore, it shows how SDN-enabled
networks can provide the management needed in the next generation of mobile
fronthaul networks.

17.3 QoE for video services

At present, there is key research being made into SDN-enabled QoE improvement for
video services [10–16]. The ideas of sweet-point bandwidth for users, buffer aware
applications, dynamic route and video quality to client, and CDN integration to the
SDN stack have been presented recently.

In [11], a QoE aware video-streaming application using SDN was introduced. It
was summarised that over-the-top video delivery is challenging because clients, con-
tent service providers, and ISPs do not have a global view of the end-to-end networking
conditions which means there is no method for video service providers to track video
streams in real time. In current systems, the video server is also rarely changed dur-
ing video playback even when playback is poor at the client side, leading to bad QoE
for the users. It was noted that this was combated by client-side video rate selection
algorithms so the users experience less stutter when a lower resolution is selected for
poor network conditions. But, this is not a solution to the network congestion; it is
an attempt to patch a poorly designed system. Therefore, authors in [11] proposed a
system wherein the network congestion can be mitigated by using an SDN enabled
network with the use of intelligent adaptive routing. In [11], an HTML5 plugin was
created to monitor QoE factors at the client side, where buffering status and video
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resolution were used to analyse the user’s perceived experience while a video was play-
ing. This information was periodically reported to the video distribution node and was
made available to the SDN controller so northbound applications could make changes
to the network based on current user QoE statistics. The experimental setup consisted
of 8 real Junos Space SDN switches using Juniper for SDN control and management.
The network reconfiguration application was created to communicate with the con-
troller using RESTful application programming interfaces (APIs), and the HTML5
application used HTTP POST messages to periodically deliver the QoE information
to the network controller. Overall, this technique provided an improvement of 55.9%
compared to a non-QoE aware reference technique [11].

Similarly to authors in [11], authors in [10] also use client side applications to
change the network configuration based on the users’ perceived QoE. Authors in [10]
used a buffer aware technique to produce the QoE metric to the SDN controller, and
also used the SDN controller’s knowledge of the current network capability to choose
between real-time live streaming and client-side buffering modes, and also change to
the most appropriate transmission paths based on the utilisation and stability of the
network switches. The two buffering modes aim to preload video data so even when
network bandwidth is poor, the user can still view high-quality video for a period of
buffered time, t. When the video buffer status is higher than 2t, the quality of the video
is increased, therefore requiring more bandwidth. When the buffer status is less than
2t − 1, the video quality is decreased so less bandwidth is required. This effectively
means that when the network condition is good, the download speed increases, and
the video segments accumulate rapidly in the buffer so future network bandwidth
low points can be suppressed. By monitoring the change in buffer status, a trend can
be derived which is used to forecast the network behaviour and is therefore used to
trigger video scale up or down events [10]. In poor networking conditions, when the
buffering status has reached 0, the SDN controller switches the client to real-time
video mode. The authors experimentally proved that their mechanism could maintain
a certain level of streaming quality for SDN-enabled 5G wireless networks and ensure
smooth and complete streaming services [10].

In [13], essentially, a caching technique is applied to the end users point of contact
in the network to increase the QoE for video delivery. Authors stated that SDN cen-
tralised control and programmable node storage features are used to optimise HTTP
video quality. The programmable storage node is a router with storage functionality.
The node periodically requests and accepts new video content from source servers
under the control of an SDN controller that can load balance, redirect videos, and man-
age content. When the user requests HTTP video services, the request is forwarded to
the SDN controller by the programmable storage router. According to the utilisation
of the programmable storage routers in the network, the SDN controller specifies the
relevant programmable storage router for video requests from that particular user. The
technique was experimentally evaluated via simulation, and the authors stated that
the SDN scheme greatly improved the HTTP video quality and user experience.

In [14], bandwidth was allocated in a fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) network based
on video QoE using SDN. The idea of ‘sweet points’ was introduced. This is the
bandwidth x at which the perceived QoE of a user will not be increased once it is
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reached. For example, if a video stream requires 10 Mbps to achieve 100% QoE from
the user, there is no reason to allocate the service with more than 10 Mbps. On the
other hand, a bandwidth lower than 10 Mbps rapidly decreases the QoE at the client
side; therefore, 10 Mbps is the sweet point for the service, and slightly larger than
10 Mbps should be allocated to it. The authors stated that the QinQ technology that
is currently used in Broadband Remote Access Servers mainly divides bandwidth per
service as QinQ technology does not allow the differentiation of different applications
within each service [14]. A system is proposed wherein an SDN application running
on a controller on the OLT side of the FTTH network hosts a socket server that can
receive application bandwidth requests from users based on their QoE sweet spots.
When the user requests a bandwidth allocation for an application, the user provides
a value for the sweet-point bandwidth, the source IP and port, and the destination IP
and port. The port information is needed because the broadband remote access server
(BRAS) has no concept of the application layer. This effectively allows OpenFlow
flows to be set up based on application as well as device. The SDN application then
either grants or restricts the bandwidth being requested based on the ISPs maximum
agreed bandwidth and network parameters such as congestion. The SDN controller
can then be used by the application to set up new flows in the relevant switches to allow
the minimum bandwidth required for the application. The concept was experimentally
trialled using an OpenVSwitch based network running OpenFlow on a Linux server.
Linux hierarchical token buckets (HTB) were used to ensure the minimum bandwidth
to each queue, and a Floodlight [34] controller was used for SDN control. In the
experiment, it was shown that the QoE seen by the user was met due to the sweet-
point allocation, and the authors stated ‘all in all, the experimental results show the
feasibility of QoE-based bandwidth allocation method’ [14].

In [15], local caching on client machines is used to create a CDN-using SDN.
The main concept was to enable peer-assisted content delivery. The SDN controller
became the point of contact for clients to reach external network servers. It kept a list
of files that were currently cached in the network on client devices and could redirect
end users to these locations within the local network to retrieve the content instead
of using external connections to the original server. If the file was not present on
the local network, the end user was redirected to the original server like in a normal
network implementation. This technique effectively reduced congestion on the link
to the external networks by moving network congestion to the local network, which
therefore could increase the QoE to users both requesting data from local clients due
to the higher internal data rates and to the users requesting data from external clients
due to the reduced congestion on the external link.

As can be seen from the literature above, there are many techniques for improving
the QoE to end users when an SDN enabled network is used. The techniques in
[10,11] used QoE feedback to the SDN controller from the end user to enable network
changes to be made, whereas [14] required the user application to proactively request
a bandwidth allocation to be made. All three of these papers however used bandwidth
allocation to ensure the QoE to users. On the other hand, [13,15] both used a type of
local network caching to achieve higher QoE where [13] used a dedicated storage node
and [15] used caches within the clients machines. There was not enough data available
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to determine which technique was the best at increasing QoE, but clear advantages can
be seen when combining the techniques. It is evidential that a proactive and reactive
technique for determining and setting bandwidth allocation could be combined with
local caching in dedicated and/or client distributed form in the correct networking
environment with SDN capability.

17.4 CDN and local caching

In relation to improving the QoE for users, the integration of CDNs into the ISP
SDN-controlled network is also being proposed. In [26], the collaboration of CDNs
and ISPs was proposed and demonstrated using SDN switches in the ISP network to
provide the CDNs with a better integration with the ISPs traffic management system.
The authors provide background on the current CDN ISP situation. CDN providers
cannot rely on accurate link-layer information to achieve an optimal assignment of
end users to CDN servers. It is also not possible to react to ISP network congestion
in a timely manner, which is disadvantageous for both the CDN and the ISP. This
means the CDN cannot provide optimal performance to its end users, and the ISP has
to transport data on a non-optimal path across its network. In the worst case scenario,
the user could be assigned to a CDN distribution node that is not connected to the
users ISP network directly, so the traffic would need to transverse a peered link, which
in turn would decrease the QoE for the end user and cost more for the ISP. Therefore,
it can be deduced that cooperation between the CDN and ISP when making traffic
engineering decisions is worthwhile both financially and in terms of QoE assurance
to users.

A system is proposed in [26] that allows the CDN and ISP to communicate with
each other for traffic engineering purposes via a novel redirection centre that resides
within the ISP network. When the client requests content from the CDN, the uniform
resource locator (URL) is resolved by a standard authoritative domain-name-system
server which points to the ISPs local redirection centre. From this point on the request
is handled by the ISP network only. The redirection centre then acts like the CDN
primary cache by terminating the user’s transfer control protocol (TCP) session as if
the redirection centre would deliver the actual content. In parallel, the CDN local cache
capable of delivering the content is calculated and selected by the redirection centre.
The complete HTTP and TCP session is then migrated to the suitable CDN cache.
The redirection centre takes care of all signalling at the BRAS close to the client.
OpenFlow switches are used to redirect the flows to and from the client to ensure
a working TCP flow. Finally, the content is delivered to the client from the selected
CDN cache.

This architecture is dependent on the use of OpenFlow hardware in the ISP
network and an OpenFlow capable SDN controller being located within the redirection
centre. The proposed solution to CDN ISP integration was evaluated using four virtual
machines (VMs). One VM ran the novel redirection centre, 2 VMs acted as CDN
caches, and the last VM acted as the end user. An OpenFlow-enabled Mininet [35]
setup was used to imitate the ISPs network connecting all of theVMs together. Through
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experimentation, it was concluded that using the novel approach led to a highly
decreased number of video playback stalls in flash crowd scenarios [26].

Although CDNs are caches of contents that are set up in advance with pre-
synchronised content for users to consume, local caches are also available, which use
an on-demand strategy to help relieve network congestion, reduce latency, and speed
up end user download speeds in a similar way to CDNs but by using a different mech-
anism. CDN caches reside within the core network at statically selected locations,
whereas recently, caches located within the access network have been proposed and
demonstrated [27–30].

In [27], a pushing and caching technique for wireless heterogeneous networks
was analysed. The pushing and caching technique uses the wealth of processing power
located in the access network within the base stations, relays, and end users’equipment
to provide caching functionality within the access network itself. During low traffic
load periods, such as during the night, the most popular multimedia content can be
pushed and cached at the relays and cache enabled user devices via broadcasting. All
of the user equipment and relays with caching enabled store the same content in their
local cache. When multimedia content is requested by a user, the caching space on the
local device is first checked. If the content is stored within the cache, the content can
be obtained immediately; otherwise, the user is directed to the closest user or relay
with a copy or simply to the original source of the content using normal streaming
methods if no nearly caches are available. Numerical analysis was performed in
[27] based on this technique. It was found that the caching system was suitable for
high density networks, and the performance gain could reach 9.2× a baseline no-
caching example when only 30% of the local users have the ability to cache [27]. This
effectively increased the QoE to end users by reducing latency for users accessing
cached content and by reducing network congestion on shared links to the original
content source.

In [28], a joint-wireless-and-backhaul-load-balancing (JWBLB) framework was
proposed to minimise the system content transmission delay, wherein an SDN-inspired
load balancing control architecture consisting of a controller and distributed and
cooperative caches was introduced. In the architecture, the distributed caches can
intercept end user application payloads and extract content URLs or identification.
The small-cell base stations can be connected together through local links such as X2
or over digital subscriber line (xDSL) Ethernet and are connected to access routers
before converging to the mobile core network via backhaul links. An orchestrator
was introduced to coordinate all of the distributed caches, to load balance, and to
schedule end user content requests to distributed caches or the mobile core network.
The framework operates as follows: If the requested content is cached in the end users
local base station, the content is served locally. If not, the request is forwarded to the
orchestrator. If the orchestrator does not have the content location information stored
in its local content table, the request is forwarded to the CDN. If the orchestrator
does have a listing for the content in the local caches, a JWBLB strategy is used to
schedule the end users content connection concurrently with the aim of minimising the
system content transmission time. The authors used a statistical simulation framework
developed in MATLAB® to analyse the content delivery time based on different
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orchestrator algorithms. It was found that the JWBLB technique they developed
achieved a great reduction in the average transmission delay and outgoing backhaul
traffic load [28].

In [29], the use of caching helpers is introduced. The helpers are femto base sta-
tions that are assumed to have high storage capabilities and low-bandwidth backhaul
links; they form a wireless distributed caching infrastructure. The helpers are located
in static positions within a larger macro-cell and have high-bandwidth connectivity
with frequency reuse capabilities. The concept is for the cache to store the most pop-
ular multimedia files and serve requests from mobile end users by enabling localised
communication and hence high frequency reuse. It is proposed that if enough users
request the same multimedia content, caching via helpers can effectively replace back-
haul communication. When users request content that is not cached by helpers, the
regular base station fulfils the request using backhaul communication. To analyse the
proposed technique, a university campus scenario was simulated using a single 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE R8 cell for standard mobile backhaul,
and several helpers were simulated using a simplified 802.11n protocol. Real video
request data forYouTube was used in the simulation to analyse different algorithms for
caching control. It was found that there were significant gains in user QoE even when
very simple algorithms were used. Overall, analysis proved that 400%–500% more
users were able to connect to the network and consume video content with acceptable
QoE that without the caching helpers [28].

References [27–29] show a progression into advanced caching techniques for
access networks due to the clear improvements that can be seen from implementing
caches closer to the end users, essentially decentralising network functions. The next
step to including caching into an SDN capable network is to make the caching mecha-
nism software definable, and therefore intelligently remotely controllable. Reference
[30] introduces software called OpenCache [36] which is aimed at doing exactly this.

Authors in [30] introduce a software defined content caching platform called
OpenCache. It is similar to SDN in that the control plane is separated from the
underlying technology of the cache and APIs are used for configuration and control
of the processing technology. The authors state that OpenCache is an API capable of
defining fine-granular behaviour and functions of a cache deployment, but that it is
not itself SDN compatible, and needs its own novel controller to run in a network.
This is because there is no provision for extra communication within the current
OpenFlow protocol, but there is no reason that OpenCache could not run over an
OpenFlow protocol version designed for the application.

In addition, in such a scenario, the OpenCache controller could be programmed
to run within an SDN controller application instead of running in its on controller. The
OpenCacheAPI provides remote control of the following functions: The start function
is used to start the cache service on a particular node. Once the OpenCache controller
has started a cache service, it automatically informs the network controller (which
could be an SDN controller) so the forwarding layer can be modified intelligently for
user to cache communication. The stop function removes cache services from a node
and also informs the network controller so forwarding rules can be removed from the
network. There is also a pause function to allow caching services to be stopped and
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started without the need for forwarding layer changes. There is also a move function
that allows caches to be dynamically repositioned in the network. The controller can
also use a fetch function to request that a cache preloads a specific file before it is
requested by the end user. The seed function is used to reduce instances of duplication
in the cache object store. Using these functions, the authors developed applications
for load balancing and failover monitoring that were evaluated using the SDN capable
Fed4FIRE [37] testbed with OpenCache prototypes deployed on the network.

17.5 Software-enabled passive optical networks

Until about a year ago, there were very few research results published in software
enabled optical access and aggregation networks. Reference [18], for example, simply
applied the OpenFlow protocol to the control of optical network elements. More
recently, there has been an increased interest in how SDN can be utilised in TWDM-
PONs to create a more efficient network that can: allocate bandwidth to users, support
legacy PON architectures transparently, reduce the end-to-end delay in virtual setup
times, and provide software reconfigurability using novel digital filter multiple access
and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques.

In [19], SDN-enabled tuneable laser ONUs and optical service units (OSUs) are
used to provide reconfigurability to a TWDM-PON with energy saving features that
allow the TWDM to move into time division multiplexing (TDM) mode when optical
units on different wavelengths are not functioning. In [20], the same authors explored
the same setup in more depth and concluded that the impact of the reconfiguration
time on the average frame delay using their SDN approach is negligible.

In [21], digital filter multiple access techniques were used to produce a software
reconfigurable PON where all ONUs and OLTs in the network could dynamically
share the transmission medium under the control of a centralised SDN controller. In
the setup each ONU and OLT used a digital-signal-processing (DSP) controller that
communicated to the SDN controller to compute a set of shaping filter coefficients
to perform the filtering process required by the ONU or OLT. The data to be trans-
mitted was intensity-modulation direct detection (IMDD) based, which is digitally
filtered based on the intelligently selected coefficients by the DSP controller before
it is converted to analogue and then optically intensity modulated for transmission
over fibre. At the receiver, after photo detection and analogue to digital conversion
the relevant matching filter selected by the DSP controller is applied to the digital
signal and the original data is recovered. The DSP controllers are all connected to the
SDN controller by extended OpenFlow. The SDN controller is able to see all of the
frequencies in use and dynamically allocate resources based on bandwidth allocation
algorithms. This means the bandwidth of the links are elastic, so they can grow or
shrink with demand and utilisation [21].

In [22], a 40-Gbps TWDM-PON access architecture was proposed and demon-
strated. OFDM downstream traffic was launched from the OLT side using 4 SDN
controllable 2.5 GHz directly modulated lasers at 4 × 10 Gbps. Four upstream lasers
were also generated in the OLT for seeding upstream modulation in the ONUs each
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running at 2.5 Gbps using on–off-keying (OOK). As the OLT provides both laser
sources for upstream and downstream, the wavelengths can be dynamically provi-
sioned using SDN with OpenFlow connections at only one location, which negates
the need to also make the ONU SDN enabled. This is in contrast to the majority of
other works, where the ONU normally needs to be SDN enabled to function in a
dynamically controlled environment.

In [23], it is stated that previous SDN based control algorithms targeted fixed
PON architectures only, and that in order to enable SDN-based control that is mal-
leable across different topologies a novel network virtualisation technique is needed.
To do this the authors created an SDN controller that first abstracts the central nodes
into physical resource blocks that can be shared among remote nodes, for example
bandwidth on one wavelength or a fibre optic link. These available bandwidth metrics
along with start and end points are stored within a central table without saving infor-
mation about the medium over which they are transported. This allows completely
disparate network topologies such as wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)—
PON and fixed wavelength point to point networks to be abstracted for use by the
central controller at the same time. A fully physical layer agnostic interface is there-
fore achieved so SDN-traffic based prioritisation and resource algorithms can run on
a multitude of incompatible platforms at the same time, in the same network. The
authors conclude that the proposed approach enabled 30%–50% performance gains
in terms of request serving ratio, priorities and revenue; therefore making it attractive
for future optical access and mobile fronthaul and backhaul networks in an Internet
of things (IoT) era [23].

Similarly to [23], [24] also looks into abstracting underlying networks so SDN
control is more efficient, but instead is focussed on CRANs which also encompasses
wireless technologies to the abstraction model. The abstraction is presented to an
orchestrator that provisions the services on the network based on the policies set
by the network management administrators beforehand. The first abstraction model
presented in [24] is called big switch (BS). The transport network is presented to
the orchestrator as a single node with no information about the internal transport
interconnections. This is a very easily maintained model because it does not need any
updates from the transport controller. The second abstraction model presented is called
virtual link with constant weights (VLCW), wherein the orchestrator is presented with
a set of virtual links interconnecting the transport input and outputs (IOs). Each virtual
link is weighted according to the physical shortest path distance between the IO ports.
Using VLCW, each newly active remote radio unit (RRU) is connected to the evolved
packet core (EPC) using the closest BBU Pool with available resources, so is more
intelligent at allocation than the BS approach. The last abstraction model is called
virtual link with variable weights (VLVW). This is similar to the VLCW abstraction
but also presents the number of available light paths on each link the orchestrator
enabling more sophisticated traffic engineering solutions such as load balancing.
VLVW is also more complicated that BS and VLCW because every time a new RRU
is successfully activated, the transport controller is required to update the orchestrator
with a recalculated set of weights for all the virtual links in the topology. Reference
[24] used a reference topology coded in C++ consisting of 38 nodes, 59 bidirectional
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fibre-links, and 256 wavelengths per fibre to evaluate the scalability limitations of
each abstraction technique. It was found that BS did not require any updates to the
orchestrator and therefore did not introduce any scalability limitations. VLCW and
VLVW required non-negligible updates to maintain their abstracted topology. Through
simulation it was found that VLCW needed between 15% and 35% less updates than
VLVW, which demonstrates the high complexity. It was also found that when resources
for BBU were scarce, BS was the most effective solution. On the other hand, when
wavelength resources become the bottle neck of the system, VLVW provided the best
blocking performance at the cost of relatively high complexity. VLCW sat in between
at a happy medium of blocking performance and complexity [24].

As can been seen from the above, abstraction methods such as ones discussed
in [23,24] are very necessary in optical and wireless networks if dependable and
cost efficient dynamic allocation for non-vendor specific topologies is to become
a reality in the future. The next step for SDN enabled TWDM-PONs is to create
hardware that is fully OpenFlow capable. In [25], a gigabit-PON (GPON)-based vir-
tual OpenFlow-enabled SDN switch was designed and implemented. The authors
explained that the GPON is well known for its network management capabilities and
its ability to accurately control bandwidth for each subscriber. However, it was also
explained that the GPON’s configuration and service provisioning is basically static,
and therefore, the bandwidth assigned to each ONU cannot be changed dynamically
on demand. Because the GPON is not a switch, it was not included in the OpenFlow
specifications. The authors of [25] abstracted the entire underlying GPON into an
OpenFlow enabled switch by implementing an embedded GPON agent that resides
in the OLT. The agent was able to communicate with the OpenFlow controller and
the ONU management and control interface (OMCI) module for GPON control.
From the OpenFlow controller’s perspective, there was no difference in controlling
the GPON in comparison to a normal OpenFlow switch. All of the GPON func-
tionality is available to the OpenFlow controller. For example, bandwidth metering
is performed by invoking the standard GPON bandwidth allocation scheme via the
OMCI module.

17.6 Enabling SDN-based high performance heterogeneous
access networks

Starting with this section, a unique network design is presented that can fulfil the
requirements presented in this chapter so far, based on components that are fully
SDN controllable, and are modularised to work both independently of each other and
with each other with minimal changes. Figure 17.6 presents the network breakdown
into subsystems, comprising the SAT>IP [32] subsystem, CPRIoE subsystem, fixed
wireless network subsystem, an intelligent caching subsystem, and finally a TWDM-
PON subsystem for transportation. In addition, this modularisation means that each
service subsystem can run within its own virtual network to provide numerous benefits
that will be discussed in detail later. In this scape, SAT>IP, CPRIoE, and fixed wireless
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network access subsystems are regarded as services, and the TWDM-PON subsystem
is regarded as the means of transportation for these services.

In the first subsystem, satellite TV is distributed to consumers by using SAT>IP
in an Ethernet access network utilising SDN controllable switches, an intelligent
controller, and accompanying tailored network applications. To enable intelligent
network changes to be made by the network applications, QoE information from each
user is fed back regularly using a custom made SAT>IP client.

The SAT>IP client application allows the user to view SAT>IP content served
from a SAT>IP server on the same network. The application uses the real time protocol
to receive real time video and audio data from the SAT>IP server in user datagram
protocol (UDP) frames, and uses the real-time-streaming-protocol control protocol
to set up, close down, and configure connections with the server. The fundamental
novelty with this unique SAT>IP video client is its ability to calculate a QoE metric
based on the decoded video feed that is then sent to the SDN controller. The SDN
controller and SAT>IP network applications can then use these QoE metrics from
each user to make positive changes to the network based on the current network
configuration and demand.

Figure 17.7 shows the structure of the proposed SAT>IP subsystem utilising
an SDN.

In the second subsystem, 5G mobile operator’s data is front hauled using CPRIoE
in an Ethernet access network utilising SDN controllable switches and an intelli-
gent controller. The system is designed to be most intelligent in a CRAN topology,
where a BBU pool can process multiple mobile fronthaul connections simultaneously.
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Mobile fronthaul information including link latency and jitter can then be made avail-
able to the access network’s SDN controller and mobile access network’s network
applications so intelligent network changes can be made. In addition to this, the new
IEEE 802.1Qbu- and IEEE 802.1Qbv-proposed enhancements can be incorporated
into the current SDN switches so centralised changes to scheduled traffic and traffic
pre-emption strategies and algorithms can be made using an evolution of the Open-
Flow protocol. This subsystem is also designed to be capable of using CPRI without
Ethernet conversion for transport, therefore allowing legacy support for CPRI sys-
tems. This is achieved by running CPRI and CPRIoE on different wavelengths within
a TWDM-PON. Figure 17.8 shows the structure of the proposed CPRIoE subsystem
utilising an SDN.

In the third subsystem, a fixed wireless access network is introduced to provide
support for WiFi and femtocells. The WiFi and femtocells only need an Ethernet
connection, and don’t need any centralised control or administration to work unlike
cellular networks so therefore can run in an Ethernet based TWDM-PON natively.
The fixed wireless access network subsystem can run within its own network
slice in the SDN network and can also use new techniques to broadcast SAT>IP
to multiple users with the introduction of WiFi packet forward error correction.
Figure 17.9 shows the structure of the proposed fixed wireless access network
subsystem utilising SDN.
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In the fourth subsystem, intelligent caching is made available on the centralised
side of the distribution network. The intelligent caches are based on the node of
a CDN, where the most used content is stored locally in the access network for
quick access by the users. The intelligent cache is connected directly to the access
network’s centralised SDN switches, enabling the BBU pool, fixed wireless access
network and SAT>IP server to access the intelligent cache. This means the mobile
and WiFi/femtocell operators can have access to the cache, and the SAT>IP server can
offer time-shifted viewing to the user. The intelligent cache also uses SDN network
applications running on the controller to best allocate bandwidth and priority to the
services on the network.

Figure 17.10 shows the structure of the proposed intelligent caching subsystem
utilising SDN.
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The final subsystem is the TWDM-PON transportation plane that brings together
all of the previous subsystems into a cohesive heterogeneous access network. SDN
technology is used to produce an intelligently governed network that is capable of
supporting network slices for different technologies, applications, and vendors. The
TWDM-PON uses intelligently governed tuneable ONUs and OLTs so wavelengths
being used in the PON can be selected by the network controller. The TWDM-PON
can also support legacy systems that can’t support variable or dynamic wavelength
allocations such as native CPRI or support for legacy xPONs. These legacy services
can run on their own dedicated wavelengths using their standard fixed ONUs and
OLTs. The intelligent controller would be informed by the SDN compliant central-
side OLT using an extension to OpenFlow for feedback, but not control. This allows
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the legacy services to work in their native ways, meaning existing equipment can be
passed through the new PON without any compromises. Figure 17.11 shows how
legacy services can be supported on the SDN-enabled TWDM-PON using OpenFlow
feedback.

In addition, Figure 17.12 shows a representative experimental setup of the net-
work under investigation [38]. When new services such as CPRIoE and the fixed
wireless access network are being transported over the TWDM-PON, wavelengths
can be selected by the centralised controller because the communication for both
data and control is performed using standard Ethernet packets. This means additional
control layers can be introduced to the ONUs and OLTs compared to current systems
by only introducing small changes to the control systems.
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17.7 Network implementation

To produce a testbed based on the architecture described above, a subset of features
have been considered for initial implementation.

The first subsystem implemented is SAT>IP distribution over SDN. The setup
for this subsystem is provided in the following subsection along with its validation
and an example analysis of the video delivery. This subsystem is going to be extended
to include QoE provisioning using the adaptive mechanism explained in the previous
section. The heart of this testbed is the Mininet network emulator. Mininet has been
chosen because it can create a network of virtual hosts, switches, controllers, and
links. In addition, it works using real, unmodified code, meaning applications and
SDN features developed using Mininet can be directly used on real SDN hardware
platforms without the need for changes to be made to the source code at all.

The second subsystem implemented is the SDN enabled mobile fronthauling.
A virtualised LTE core and real hardware small cell is currently being planned for real
implementation using a distributed antenna system (DAS).This is currently in an early
stage of planning and implementation, and is explained in the following subsections.
The combination of these two subsystems is expected to produce a comprehensive
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software/hardware platform able to form the foundation for key experiments expecting
to produce high quality high impact outputs.

17.7.1 SDN-enabled SAT>IP delivery

To create an SDN-enabled SAT>IP delivery network, Mininet is initially set up with
a simple single switch topology with an SDN controller attached. The virtual Mininet
switch includes four Ethernet ports: two are internally connected to respective virtual
hosts (for debugging and video delivery), and two are exposed to external Ethernet
ports. The external Ethernet ports are then directly connected to real hardware –
a Router, for providing dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) IP address
management; and the SAT>IP server, for providing the video content to the network.
Figure 17.13 shows the network setup, including external equipment and internal
Mininet hosts.

Ubuntu 16.04 is chosen as the base operating system (OS) [39]. This is mainly
due to the SAT>IP client compatibility since older versions of the Ubuntu repositories
for prerequisite program installations are not maintained for the latest SAT>IP client
developer releases. The SAT>IP client used in this setup is the developer version of
VLC Media Player [40] compiled directly from source code. This is because the VLC
developer version is the only video client current available that supports SAT>IP
streams, is available in Linux, and is open source. Therefore it is suitable for QoE
feedback development as described in previous sections.

In Mininet, the standard OpenVSwitch [41] network controller is used for sim-
plicity. Tables 17.1 and 17.2 provide the parameters that were set using the Mininet
Python API for emulation.
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Table 17.1 Mininet node setup

H1 H2 S1 C0 SAT>IP Router
server

Real or Emulated Emulated Emulated Emulated Real Real
emulated

Purpose Video Debugging Switch Controller Video DHCP
client server service

IP address Static Static N/A Loopback DHCP Static
192.168.1.2 192.168.1.3 interface 192.168.1.4 192.168.1.1

127.0.0.1

Table 17.2 Mininet link setup

H1-S1 H2-S1 Eth1-S1 Eth2-S1
Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet

Purpose H1 H2 SAT>IP DHCP
connection connection connection connection
to switch to switch to switch to switch

Line rate (bps) Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Delay (ms) 0 0 0 0

All Mininet virtual Hosts running in the Linux environment share the same user
workspace, therefore allowing them to run instances of the same programs at the
same time. The switch S1 is emulated in the same way as virtual Hosts, meaning it
can also run programs like a traditional Linux user. Wireshark [42] can therefore run
on S1 with access to all of the Ethernet ports attached to S1 as well. In addition the
SAT>IP and OpenFlow dissector plugins are installed so their respective Ethernet
packets could be analysed.

To validate the setup, Wireshark capturing is started on S1 before the hosts in
Mininet are activated and while the SAT>IP server and DHCP server are physically
disconnected from the system. Two baseline tests were then performed; a latency
test and a throughput test. To establish the initial setup time of a link in Mininet
due to the controller processing time, a Ping command was used to measure the
latency between H1 and H2. This was repeated 10 times to see the different in latency
due to the OpenFlow setup time. A graphical display of these Pings can be seen in
Figure 17.14.

Figure 17.15 shows the networking timing diagram for this scenario.
From Figure 17.15, there is no reply for the first Ping request because there are no

flow entries in S1 to allow the packet to be forwarded from H1 to H2. An OpenFlow
flow table miss packet is then sent from H1 to H2, this however is reported incorrectly
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and actually is being sent on the LoopBack interface from S1 to C0. An OpenFlow
flow table modification packet is subsequently sent from C0 to S1 also using the
LoopBack interface. The original Ping packet is then resent by S1 to H2, followed
by a Ping reply sent from H2 to H1. Again, there is no flow table entry in S1 for data
being sent from H2 to H1 and as a result C0 is notified on the LoopBack interface by
S1 about the flow table miss. Subsequently a flow table modification is sent over the
LoopBack interface from C0 to S1, and again the original Ping reply packet is resent
from S1 to H1, completing the Ping. On the second Ping from H1 to H2, only a Ping
request from H1 to H2, and a Ping reply immediately after from H2 to H1, can be seen.
There is no OpenFlow interaction due to the flow tables in S1 already being set up.

When comparing the Wireshark and terminal results, it can be seen in the terminal
that the first Ping takes 3.45 ms to complete, whereas in Wireshark, the difference in
the Ping request and reply time stamps is 1.31 ms. These results for all 10 Pings are
shown in Table 17.3.

As can be seen in Table 17.3, the round trip time (RTT) for the Pings reduce to an
average of 0.052 ms after initial OpenFlow setup according to the Ping command in
terminal, and reduce to 0.022 ms according to Wireshark. The jitter after OpenFlow
setup can be seen to be 0.0051 ms in the terminal and 0.0029 ms in Wireshark. This
difference in results when comparing the Ping command in terminal and the packet
analysis in Wireshark could be put down the processing time within each virtual
host, since Wireshark simply records the exact time a packet is sent and received
from S1 without including the time for the virtual Ethernet links, host Ethernet port
processing, and host application processing. This is because every process is sharing
the same computing resources. The difference in jitter between the Ping command
in the terminal, and the calculated jitter using Wireshark highlights the variability in
processing speed in the host applications.

To establish the maximum possible bandwidth from H1 to H2 based on the
current minimal setup, Iperf is used to create a sender and receiver on Mininet hosts.
Everything running in Mininet is directly CPU based, and therefore, as more is added
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Table 17.3 Terminal Ping and Wireshark RTT comparison

Ping number Terminal Ping reported Wireshark calculated
RTT (ms) RTT (ms)

1 3.45 1.308
2 0.225 0.203
3 0.051 0.032
4 0.049 0.029
5 0.061 0.033
6 0.051 0.029
7 0.055 0.032
8 0.052 0.029
9 0.049 0.028

10 0.051 0.030

to the system, the maximum bandwidth is reduced due to the less available CPU
time for each host process. A maximum bandwidth of 11.7 Gbps is recorded for both
upstream and downstream connections from H1 to H2 via S1. This bandwidth is
not affected by the OpenFlow setup procedure because the Iperf test is started after
the Ping test demonstrated previously, so flow routes are already set up in S1 for
communication between H1 and H2.

To see of the effect of different topologies on the Ping and bandwidth, various
topologies were tested. Figure 17.16 shows the different topologies.

The Ping and Iperf tests previously explained were run on each topology. The
results are recorded in Table 17.4.

In Table 17.4, the third column displays the initial Ping result in milliseconds.
This is the Ping result that also includes the OpenFlow setup time. Each topology was
run for the first time with an empty flow table in S1. The fourth column displays the
average Ping in milliseconds not including the first 2 Ping results; Figure 17.14 shows
how the Ping reduces to a stable level after the first 2 iterations. The fifth column
displays the average jitter in milliseconds not including the first 2 Ping results. Finally,
the sixth column displays the average Iperf bandwidth for upstream and downstream.

To draw the results for Table 17.4, the system was running with no maximum
bandwidth enforced on the system, and the delay on the links was set to 0 ms. To
see the effects of a more real network with bandwidth and latency limits, the follow-
ing tests had respective caps applied to links using the same topologies, shown in
Figure 17.16. The bandwidth caps were set at ×10 intervals ranging from 0.1 Mbps
up to 1,000 Mbps, concluding in an uncapped scenario. The hosts used for tests in
each topology are the same as in Table 17.4. Table 17.5 shows the different scenarios
and their respective results.

The results from Table 17.5 are represented in Figure 17.17. Figure 17.17(a)
depicts the Initial Ping vs. the Bandwidth Limit. Figure 17.17(b) depicts the Average
Ping after OpenFlow setup vs. the Bandwidth Limit. Figure 17.17(c) depicts the
average jitter after OpenFlow setup between the test hosts vs. the Bandwidth Limit.
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Table 17.4 Ping and Iperf tests for topologies 1–4

Topology Hosts Initial Ping Average Ping Average jitter Iperf
number used OpenFlow after OpenFlow after OpenFlow bandwidth

setup time setup complete setup complete (Gbps)
(ms) (ms) (ms)

1 H1 → H7 8.95 0.036 0.0043 15.4
2 H1 → H6 9.35 0.046 0.0049 15.3
3 H1 → H4 4.08 0.043 0.0059 21.1
4 H1 → H2 13.0 0.054 0.0030 20.3

Figure 17.17(d) depicts the Iperf bandwidth between the test hosts vs. the Bandwidth
Limit.

These results show that the OpenFlow setup time, average Ping, and average
jitter are generally unaffected by the bandwidth limits applied to the network links.
However, the Iperf Bandwidth behaves as expected by closely following the bandwidth
limits set in each topology. A similar test to determine the effects of varying latency
was also performed with latencies of 0, 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 ms for all respective
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Table 17.5 Varying bandwidth caps

Topology Link Latency Initial Ping Average Average Iperf
number bandwidth limit OpenFlow Ping after jitter after bandwidth

limit (ms) setup time OpenFlow OpenFlow (Mbps)
(Mbps) (ms) setup setup

complete complete
(ms) (ms)

1 0.1 0 11.90 0.059 0.0140 0.14505
1 1 0 8.07 0.055 0.0077 1.0345
1 10 0 9.82 0.066 0.0084 9.62
1 100 0 8.01 0.061 0.0086 97.65
1 1,000 0 8.2 0.051 0.0031 959
1 Unlimited 0 8.0 0.049 0.0094 3,095
2 0.1 0 4.27 0.055 0.0089 0.1175
2 1 0 3.29 0.044 0.0061 1.0745
2 10 0 2.82 0.044 0.0057 9.775
2 100 0 7.21 0.045 0.0067 97.05
2 1,000 0 4.56 0.046 0.0023 957.5
2 Unlimited 0 6.62 0.042 0.0077 3,900
3 0.1 0 3.77 0.052 0.0064 0.14375
3 1 0 2.87 0.041 0.0060 1.077
3 10 0 4.93 0.058 0.0050 9.765
3 100 0 2.17 0.056 0.0079 96.2
3 1,000 0 4.26 0.041 0.0070 956
3 Unlimited 0 2.91 0.037 0.0060 3,955
4 0.1 0 11.40 0.067 0.0076 0.1181
4 1 0 15.7 0.062 0.0060 1.0345
4 10 0 9.53 0.062 0.0119 9.68
4 100 0 10.2 0.069 0.0087 97.05
4 1,000 0 13.3 0.062 0.0090 943
4 Unlimited 0 10.1 0.054 0.0057 12,400

topologies and with all bandwidths unrestricted. The results for this test can be seen
in Table 17.6.

The results from Table 17.6 are represented in Figure 17.18. Figure 17.18(a)
depicts the Initial Ping vs. the applied latency. Figure 17.18(b) depicts the Aver-
age Ping after OpenFlow setup vs. the applied latency. Figure 17.18(c) depicts the
average jitter after OpenFlow setup between the test hosts vs. the applied latency.
Figure 17.18(d) depicts the Iperf bandwidth between the test hosts vs. the applied
latency.

As can be seen from Figure 17.18, the initial Ping and average Ping scale accord-
ing to the number of hops between the hosts used in the topology. For example, in
topology 4, there are 5 switches between the 2 hosts used for testing, and we can
see the average latency after OpenFlow setup is 1,000 ms when 100 ms latency is
applied. This is because the Ping packet has to transverse 5 switches in both directions,
meaning 10 hops overall. These 10 hops all have 100 ms latency, and therefore the
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overall latency is 10×100 ms = 1,000 ms. In addition, the Iperf bandwidth between
the 2 hosts can be seen to diminish as the latency is increased. This is due to the TDP
throttling in high latency links.

The next important statistic in the Mininet network is the CPU time given to each
virtual host. The CPU time is the percentage of overall processing that a host has
access to. If 10% is selected for H1, then H1 will only be provisioned 10% of the
total CPU time by the OS. This is useful for making sure that virtual hosts do not
‘hog’ the CPU time, and therefore decrease the CPU time for other applications in
the OS. To check the effect of CPU limiting on Mininet hosts, the CPU percentage
allocation was changed from 1% to 99% in 1% increments. Topology number 1 was
chosen from the previous tests.

Figure 17.19 provides the Iperf bandwidth recorded for tests from 1% to 60%
using a set latency of 0 ms, and no bandwidth restriction per link.

As can be seen by Figure 17.19, the Iperf bandwidth between the hosts increases
until the 50% mark is reached. At this point, each host is provisioned for example
55%, but cannot realistically exceed 50%, because more than 100% total CPU usage
is not possible.

17.7.2 Real video transmission

After the Mininet network has been characterised, a real SAT>IP stream was set up
using a Mininet host. To do this, 2 virtual Ethernet ports from a virtual switch were
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Table 17.6 Varying latency limits

Topology Link Latency Initial Ping Average Average Iperf
number bandwidth limit OpenFlow Ping after jitter after bandwidth

limit (ms) setup time OpenFlow OpenFlow (Mbps)
(Mbps) (ms) setup setup

complete complete
(ms) (ms)

1 Unlimited 0 6.96 0.049 0.01 3,090
1 Unlimited 1 21.1 8.058 0.01 131
1 Unlimited 5 85.3 40 0 1,570
1 Unlimited 10 165 80 0 34.3
1 Unlimited 50 805 400 0 73.6
1 Unlimited 100 1,604 800 0 5.79
2 Unlimited 0 8.92 0.043 0 4,050
2 Unlimited 1 15.1 6.050 0.01 49.2
2 Unlimited 5 64.2 30 0 2,120
2 Unlimited 10 123 60 0 957
2 Unlimited 50 604 300 0 127
2 Unlimited 100 1,202 600 0 21.5
3 Unlimited 0 4.26 0.038 0.0034 6,690
3 Unlimited 1 10.2 4.037 0.0043 430
3 Unlimited 5 41.5 20 0 3,230
3 Unlimited 10 81.4 40 0 1,260
3 Unlimited 50 401 200 0 235
3 Unlimited 100 803 400 0 73.6
4 Unlimited 0 9.64 0.047 0.0064 7,420
4 Unlimited 1 26.3 10 0 6,320
4 Unlimited 5 105 50 0 1,240
4 Unlimited 10 205 100 0 568
4 Unlimited 50 1,007 500 0 36.2
4 Unlimited 100 2,007 1,000 0 1.73

exposed to the real world. One port was connected to the SAT>IP server, and the
other to a DHCP server for IP address provisioning. The video client in this scenario
was a version of VLC with SAT>IP capability, running on virtual Mininet Host 2.
Figure 17.7 describes the setup used for these tests.

Three tests were performed. First, Wireshark was used to validate the SAT>IP
stream flowing through Mininet. Figure 17.20 shows the networking timing diagram
for this scenario.

Second, the latency requirements for SAT>IP streaming were determined. To do
this, the latency of the link from S1 to H1 was increased from 0 to 2,000 ms in 100-ms
steps. The SAT>IP video was requested in each case and left to play for 30 s, the
result of the video playback was then determined by looking at the VLC debugging
output in the terminal window. One of the debugging output features in VLC informs
the user of dropped frames. When dropped frames were indicated by the debugger,
and when the video stream was visibly distorted, the result was marked as ‘Break Up’.
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Once video distortion was seen at 1,200 ms latency, further testing concluded that
approximately 1,150 ms was the tipping point for video break up and no video break
up. Figure 17.21 shows the difference between a good video signal, and a poor video
signal.
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Figure 17.21 Poor and good quality video stream

Third, the bandwidth requirements for SAT>IP streaming were determined. To
do this, the maximum bandwidth on the link from S1 to H1 was increased from 1 Mbps
to 10 Mbps in 1 Mbps steps. The SAT>IP video was requested in each case, the result
of the ‘Video Working?’ test was then recorded. Results indicated that a bandwidth of
6.1 Mbps is required to stream high definition (HD) video from the SAT>IP server
to the Mininet host’s VLC client.

Finally, the CPU percentage required for SAT>IP streaming by a Mininet host
was then determined. To do this, the CPU percentage per host was changed from 1%
to 100%. The SAT>IP video was requested in each case, the result of the ‘Video
Working?’ test was then recorded. Measured results confirmed a VLC client requires
approximately 60% of CPU time on the particular hardware being used for this test.

17.8 Network optimisation for SDN-enabled video delivery

The next development phase includes the SDN network optimisation for the delivery
of video services, with SAT>IP continuing representing the test case. Innovations
include the provision of:

1. Video QoE feedback
2. Video QoE feedback reception by the SDN application
3. Network optimisation using an SDN application

17.8.1 Video QoE feedback transmitter

One of the reasons a VLC player has been chosen is because it is open source, with all
of the source code readily available to developers. VLC is primarily written in C and
C++, and already has many of the features needed to enable QoE feedback. However,
to aid quick development within the SDN field, amending VLC is not expected to be
the first option for providing autonomous QoE feedback. First, an alternative means
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of feedback is planned using a dedicated feedback program. Python can be used to
send user made QoE feedback to the SDN controller in a standalone application.
Python has been chosen because the Mininet control API is also written in Python,
therefore allowing the possibility of running the feedback program within the Mininet
launching script. The QoE feedback will be inputted by the user when the video quality
deteriorates, and this information will then be sent over the network to a receiving
application. This will then progress into an automated process whereby the Python
QoE transmitter ‘looks’ at the terminal output of the VLC client. The VLC terminal
output provides error messages whenever frames are dropped, with an accompanying
reason. By adapting the Python program to ‘look’at theseTerminal outputs, automatic
QoE feedback can be programmed based on predefined QoE algorithms that are
based on the VLC error messages. Once the end–end network design has been fully
optimised, the QoE feedback mechanism can be written within the VLC player to
create a complete SAT>IP player with QoE SDN feedback.

17.8.2 Video QoE reception by the SDN application

The QoE feedback reception is also expected firstly to be created in Python, so the
QoE feedback transmitter can be debugged. The feedback reception can initially
update a simple text file with the QoE data. The network optimisation application
can then use this text file to adapt the network as shown in the following subsection.
After the QoE feedback transmitter has been debugged and the network optimisation
application is working, the QoE feedback receiver can be re-written within a Java
application to create a single program that both receives the QoE information and
updates the network.

17.8.3 Network optimisation using an SDN application

The network optimisation program is expected to be built on top of the OpenDay-
light [43] network OS. OpenDaylight has a well-defined northbound API that runs
within Java.

First, the Mininet network is thought to be set up using the user space switch
(USS) instead of the kernel space switch. The USS is slower, but provides more
functionality including allowing the use of QoS tags. Within the OpenVSwitch USS,
different bandwidth limits can be applied to different QoS classes. The virtual switches
within Mininet can be set up with a high QoS class granularity, so there are many
different QoS classes to choose between, all with different bandwidth limits. Defining
the different QoS limits will be required before the system can be further optimised.
The network application can then be created to communicate with OpenDaylight
using the northbound API. The application will look at the QoE feedback from the
user and then assign the most appropriate QoS tag to the relevant flows within the
Mininet network. To do this, it is proposed that RESTCONF and Postman can be used
to update the network using OpenDaylight. At this point, the network optimisation
needs to be analysed, and the algorithms used to choose the QoS tags for each flow
within each switch will need to be studied.
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17.8.4 FlowVisor network slicing

The next significant step in demonstrating novelty is expected to be produced by
introducing FlowVisors [31] to the workflow. The FlowVisor is thought to be able
to send different service types to different controllers. Considering the following
subsection introduces a real LTE interface for content delivery, FlowVisors will be
used to send different services through their own network slices.

17.9 LTE open-air interface

As well as using standard hardwired Ethernet to send SAT>IP over a network
to wired clients, other distribution mediums can be investigated. The LTE open-
air-interface (OAI) [44] software package allows all functions of a real small cell to
be virtualised. The real physical wireless outputs of the small cell can then be sent to
a software-defined radio (SDR) in real time and the wireless signals be broadcast on
the air. At the same time, the SDR captures wireless signals from the air, analogue
to digital converts them and sends them back to the virtualised small cell for uplink
processing. By connecting the virtual small cell to the Mininet network, SAT>IP can
be streamed through the SDN controlled network and over a real LTE link to the user.
The user side can utilise a real LTE SIM card and LTE wireless dongle connected to
a Linux machine running the VLC SAT>IP client with QoE feedback mechanism.
In addition to a real world LTE network being provided, the small cell can be also
connected to a DAS system. The OAI small cell is used to provide real 4G/5G content
to the DAS, with the Linux SAT>IP client located within a Faraday cage along with
the remote unit of the DAS. Figure 17.22 provides a representation of such network.
The LTE OAI software package needs running in a very particular hardware and soft-
ware environment due to the low latency and consistent processing that is required
for real-time communication with real-wireless hardware.

17.10 Conclusions

The mobile communications demand from users over the next 5 years is expected to
increase dramatically due to new technologies such as M2M and HD Video becom-
ing more readily available and commercially deployed. M2M and HD Video have
drastically different requirements compared to previously used services. M2M com-
munication requires very low latency connections but doesn’t require large data
bandwidths. Conversely, HD Video requires large data bandwidths but doesn’t require
low latency connections. This change in services to M2M and HD Video is import
because the current generations of mobile communications were developed to han-
dle services with far less stringent latency and bandwidth requirements. As a result,
research into the fifth generation of mobile communications is being prioritised in
the telecommunications community so these requirements can be supported.

It has also been documented by industry that the fixed wireless access networks
comprising of WiFi and femtocells are going to cover a large portion of the bandwidth
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needed by these new services. Therefore, an access network that can support both the
next generation of cellular networks and the increasing number of WiFi and femto-
cells needs to be created. Based on these requirements, this chapter has discussed
a novel SDN enabled Heterogeneous Access network. The proposed architecture
uses an SDN-enabled TWDM-PON to allow the fixed wireless access network, cel-
lular network, and legacy PON to coexist in the same infrastructure. In addition,
using the SDN platform, on the central side of the access network SAT>IP and
intelligent caching video offload is proposed to remove load from the backhaul and
CDN network, therefore increasing the QoE to video users and other high bandwidth
applications. In addition, the use of SAT>IP QoE feedback is proposed to allow
intelligent changes to be made to the network using SDN to help improve the QoE
for users.

The SAT>IP subset of this proposed architecture has been demonstrated in the
laboratory using Mininet as a foundation, VLC Media Player as a SAT>IP video
client, and a real-hardware SAT>IP server to serve the real video data. Plans have
been made to create the QoE client feedback, QoE reception server, and QoE-based
intelligent network updater. In addition, plans have been made to extend the system
to include real LTE distribution using the Open-Air Interface open-source software
package and an SDR connected to a DAS for fronthauling. This would allow the
SAT>IP content to be streamed over the SDN xhaul.
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